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Many years of research conducted by The Gallup Organization suggest that the most effective people
are those who understand their strengths and behaviors. These people are best able to develop
strategies to meet and exceed the demands of their daily lives, their careers, and their families.

A review of the knowledge and skills you have acquired can provide a basic sense of your abilities,
but an awareness and understanding of your natural talents will provide true insight into the core
reasons behind your consistent successes.

Your Signature Themes report presents your five most dominant themes of talent, in the rank order
revealed by your responses to StrengthsFinder. Of the 34 themes measured, these are your "top
five."

Your Signature Themes are very important in maximizing the talents that lead to your successes. By
focusing on your Signature Themes, separately and in combination, you can identify your talents,
build them into strengths, and enjoy personal and career success through consistent, near-perfect
performance.

Learner

You love to learn. The subject matter that interests you most will be determined by your other themes
and experiences, but whatever the subject, you will always be drawn to the process of learning. The
process, more than the content or the result, is especially exciting for you. You are energized by the
steady and deliberate journey from ignorance to competence. The thrill of the first few facts, the early
efforts to recite or practice what you have learned, the growing confidence of a skill mastered—this is
the process that entices you. Your excitement leads you to engage in adult learning
experiences—yoga or piano lessons or graduate classes. It enables you to thrive in dynamic work
environments where you are asked to take on short project assignments and are expected to learn a
lot about the new subject matter in a short period of time and then move on to the next one. This
Learner theme does not necessarily mean that you seek to become the subject matter expert, or that
you are striving for the respect that accompanies a professional or academic credential. The outcome
of the learning is less significant than the “getting there.”

Responsibility

Your Responsibility theme forces you to take psychological ownership for anything you commit to, and
whether large or small, you feel emotionally bound to follow it through to completion. Your good name
depends on it. If for some reason you cannot deliver, you automatically start to look for ways to make
it up to the other person. Apologies are not enough. Excuses and rationalizations are totally
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unacceptable. You will not quite be able to live with yourself until you have made restitution. This
conscientiousness, this near obsession for doing things right, and your impeccable ethics, combine to
create your reputation: utterly dependable. When assigning new responsibilities, people will look to
you first because they know it will get done. When people come to you for help—and they soon
will—you must be selective. Your willingness to volunteer may sometimes lead you to take on more
than you should.

Relator

Relator describes your attitude toward your relationships. In simple terms, the Relator theme pulls you
toward people you already know. You do not necessarily shy away from meeting new people—in fact,
you may have other themes that cause you to enjoy the thrill of turning strangers into friends—but you
do derive a great deal of pleasure and strength from being around your close friends. You are
comfortable with intimacy. Once the initial connection has been made, you deliberately encourage a
deepening of the relationship. You want to understand their feelings, their goals, their fears, and their
dreams; and you want them to understand yours. You know that this kind of closeness implies a
certain amount of risk—you might be taken advantage of—but you are willing to accept that risk. For
you a relationship has value only if it is genuine. And the only way to know that is to entrust yourself to
the other person. The more you share with each other, the more you risk together. The more you risk
together, the more each of you proves your caring is genuine. These are your steps toward real
friendship, and you take them willingly.

Analytical

Your Analytical theme challenges other people: “Prove it. Show me why what you are claiming is
true.” In the face of this kind of questioning some will find that their brilliant theories wither and die. For
you, this is precisely the point. You do not necessarily want to destroy other people’s ideas, but you
do insist that their theories be sound. You see yourself as objective and dispassionate. You like data
because they are value free. They have no agenda. Armed with these data, you search for patterns
and connections. You want to understand how certain patterns affect one another. How do they
combine? What is their outcome? Does this outcome fit with the theory being offered or the situation
being confronted? These are your questions. You peel the layers back until, gradually, the root cause
or causes are revealed. Others see you as logical and rigorous. Over time they will come to you in
order to expose someone’s “wishful thinking” or “clumsy thinking” to your refining mind. It is hoped
that your analysis is never delivered too harshly. Otherwise, others may avoid you when that “wishful
thinking” is their own.

Significance

You want to be very significant in the eyes of other people. In the truest sense of the word you want to
be recognized. You want to be heard. You want to stand out. You want to be known. In particular, you
want to be known and appreciated for the unique strengths you bring. You feel a need to be admired
as credible, professional, and successful. Likewise, you want to associate with others who are
credible, professional, and successful. And if they aren’t, you will push them to achieve until they are.
Or you will move on. An independent spirit, you want your work to be a way of life rather than a job,
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and in that work you want to be given free rein, the leeway to do things your way. Your yearnings feel
intense to you, and you honor those yearnings. And so your life is filled with goals, achievements, or
qualifications that you crave. Whatever your focus—and each person is distinct—your Significance
theme will keep pulling you upward, away from the mediocre toward the exceptional. It is the theme
that keeps you reaching.
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